
taneously in all parts of the country, and by this means each
state can be given the early opportunity of taking under con¬
sideration the ideas and plans of its near and distant neigh¬
bors. It will then be perceived that this committee regards it
as highly important to the general welfare that all the state
societies should in all things work in mutual harmony, and
should be furnished the facilities for the ready intercommuni¬
cation of views. Up to this time each state medical society
has been an isolated community working along similar lines,
but each compelled to meet the same difficulties without the
great advantage of having at hand the record of experience of
sister societies under like circumstances. The new scheme of
medical organization has as one fundamental principle the
federating together of the state societies. The execution of
this ideal will never be of greater service than under present
conditions, when each state is anxious to perfect its mode of
organization.
We hope those of our readers who are interested in

the work of organization now in progress—which should
include all who are interested in medicine—will read
the report of the committee carefully and grasp the full
meaning of all the provisions of the constitution and
by-laws submitted. A thorough appreciation of these
provisions will convince anyone that the profession of a
state adopting these will have a machinery by which they
can thoroughly organize themselves and, when organ¬
ized, assist and cooperate with each other for the mutual
good in various ways, and that by the adoption of the
same machinery in adjunct states, the same cooperative
work and mutual assistance can be carried on and on
until we have an organized profession extending from
the Atlantic to the Pacific and from the Canadian line
to the shores of the Mexican gulf.

HIGH STANDARDS\p=m-\ALAY OPINION.

To see ourselves as others see us is not always dis-
couraging. The danger, in fact, is that sometimes it may
give us too good a conceit of ourselves. Country doc-
tors are not by any means always William McClures,
but we think it probable that there are many of them
who feel that they deserve some of the halo of saintship
given him by the gifted Scotch clergyman. This is not
profitable; self-consciousness of virtue has its ethical
drawbacks. On the other hand, the current pessimism
of some members of our profession is equally bad and
sometimes worse. A physician who believes that the
profession is going to the dogs is in danger of becoming
reconciled to the belief and conducting himself accord-
ingly, for humanity is weak and tends to adapt itself
to its environment or what it believes it to be. A
cynical pessimism has the very worst ethical prognosis
and even a certain amount of priggery, which is by no
means always hypocrisy, is in every way to be preferred,
though it may be offensive.
We talk of commercialism pervading the profession

and sometimes make ourselves believe that it predom¬
inates and that to the majority our code of ethics is
obsolete both in letter and in spirit. That this is not
the case no one ought to know better than ourselves,
but outsiders sometimes emphasize this truth. In the
last issue of one of the most widely circulated lay period-

icals of this country—The Youth's Companion—we fina
a grateful testimony to <this effect which we can take
to our comfort and profit. The editor says :
A young woman doctor was recently invited to become house
physician of a woman's ward in a projected hospital. A large
salary was assured to her, and opportunity for advanced experi¬
mental work in surgery. Investigation showed that the hos¬
pital was a purely money-making concern, based on extensive
advertising. "Reputable physicians," was her brief comment,
"have higher ideals than a large salar}'." Another physician,
of assured standing, was recently approached by a pill company
with an offer of a handsome sum of money if he would prescribe
its pill once a day to each of his patients. "Show the gentleman
out," was all the reply that was made to the suggestion. The
family doctor is more and more giving way to the specialist,
but it may be truly said that the ethics and standards of
physicians and surgeons were never higher nor more unselfish
than they are at the present day.
This is the honest judgment of a lay observer who

takes a comprehensive view of us at our best. We our¬
selves know that abuses and evils exist and it would be
foolish to ignore them if we wish to combat them. But
there is a vastly greater amount of good if we would
only see it ; sometimes it is most prominently seen from
the outside. Within the profession we have our view
more or less obscured by the littleness and selfishness
we see about us—they sometimes blind us to the many
estimable qualities that exist even in those we criticise.
It is well, therefore, to be reminded now and then that
to outsiders the medical profession as a whole is still
advancing to\vard its high ideals.

THE ESKRIDGE-PARKHILL MEMORIAL.
The Denver and Arapahoe Medical Society has pub-
lished and sent out a beautiful memorial pamphlet to
Drs. Parkhill and Eskridge, giving the addresses and re-
marks at the memorial meeting of the Society. It is
fitting that this tribute to the leading neurologist and
surgeon of the mountain regions should have been thus
conceived and executed, and it will be so considered
by the profession throughout the country. Drs. Park-
hill and Eskridge were both men of mark and of far
more than local reputation, and both in their personal
and professional character well worthy the remembrance
of their countrymen and colleagues.

COLORADO'S ATTITUDE TOWARD CONSUMPTIVES.
The Journal has in the past noted editorially the

popular agitation\p=m-\asshown in newspaper articles, etc.
\p=m-\toexclude consumptives from certain states and ter-
ritories. This has aroused, it seems to us needlessly,
the indignation of the health officers of Colorado, who
have come out with a statement that no such rule has
been contemplated in that state or even suggested by
responsible citizens. We accept this correction as far
as it is a correction and believe that the good sense of
the legislators will prevent any such measures, which we
have already been sure had no support from the respon-
sible health officials of the state. Nevertheless it is
a fact that such laws have been talked of; as Dr. John
Inglis says in a communication to The Journal of
March 1, there are many in Colorado who have gone
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